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LEARNING TO USE YOUR 
POWER TOOLS FOR POWER PEOPLE 

 

 
 
 
 
Introduction 
This book was written with you in mind.  
 
You are the new pathfinder and mapmaker the world is 
waiting for. You are an authentic leader in the making… 
 
The world is just waiting for you to stand up, make your 
mark and take in your place. 
Power Tools for Power People provides you with a daily 
power tool to use every step of the way – every day of 
the year. 
The aim is to empower you so that you can master the 
constant challenges you have within – while you cope 
with what is going on without and around you.  
At the same time, we change – and we change the world 
around us. 
Ps. Go to my website and request that the Daily Power 
Tools be sent to you by filling in the request form.  
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Master just one power tool per day 
There are 52 weeks with 365 days in every year.  
This gives us 52 weekly topics to cover with 365 power 
tools to master every day  
Just imagine how empowered you, your partner, friends, 
loved-ones, family and colleagues could become over a 
short period of time by just using these daily power 
tools… 
Imagine what our companies, organisations, businesses 
and even governments could like like if we begin to all 
use these tools.  
By using the same tool and skills, we cut out ego power-
games and prevent unnecessary conflict.  
We can create flow – the ultimate essence of success 
and happiness. Just by using one new power tools per 
day! 
 
Weekly topics and daily power tools 
Each week of the year covers a specific topic.  
A topic is divided into seven different power aspects that 
cover   each day of that specific week.  
When you become conscious of what the power tool is all 
about – you can then turn it into a personal power tool.  
You begin to empower yourself – and others… 
Over fifty-two weeks – 365 days – you will develop all the 
skills and tools you need to live a happy, fulfilling, 
empowered life.  
Not only will this empower you personally, but it will 
empower and inspire those around you as well.   
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It rubs off… 
Together we will synergise this new energy and begin to 
create a new momentum of happiness, resilience, 
wellness and quality living that benefits all people.    
 
Coping with Earth School 
During this time, be mindful of the fact the life will present 
circumstances where you can practice.  
Difficult circumstances and people contain our best 
lessons.  
Choose to shift your attitude from seeing problems as 
negative challenges that need to be eliminated as soon 
as possible.  
Create a whole new mindset where you stand back, 
become the observer, distance yourself from these 
issues and take good look at the deeper meaning.   
Turn them into learning experiences … 
Now, you can view problems, challenges and conflict not 
only as learning experiences – but also gifts. 
This will make your better – and not bitter, 
 
Lessons, gifts and understanding  
Not before you have adequately extracted the true 
meaning from circumstances – as lessons and gifts – will 
they be resolved. 
Understanding the true purpose of people and 
experiences in your life, will diminish any negative 
influence. 
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The power of understanding cannot be ignored. 
Understanding sets you free! 
As you grow in understanding, the power that negative 
experiences have over you will wane while positive 
experiences will begin to multiply.   
Remember – nothing is ever the way that it seems. 
Expect a turnaround.   
 
Timing 
There is no coincidence that you are reading this book by 
mistake… even considering the use of these daily power 
tools in your life. 
There is a time for everything!  
It is therefore important to understand the timing of this 
meeting.  
We have different kinds of time scales or ‘calendars’.  
We find chronos or chronological time according to our 
traditional solar-lunar (sun and moon cycles) system. 
Processes unfold in chronological order. 
We also have kairos time that refers to a larger cosmic 
time scale or ‘universal timing’ - the time of the Creator.  
By the time you read this book – understand that it is not 
only chronos time but also kairos time for you … 
Just think about that! 
 
Daily Power Tools and Calendars 
We find various time indicators that include religious and 
cultural calendars and timing systems. Our Chinese 
culture, for example, uses the Chinese Calendar. 
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In this book we use the Gregorian Calendar.  
There are 52 weeks with 7 days each that give us 365 
days in our solar-lunar year. An extra day is added for a 
leap year that comes around every four years.  
We have time on our hands. We need to spend it wisely. 
So … your need to make time to understand and 
internalise all the power tools. Use the time to make it 
your own.  
 
Our biological clock 
We also need to remember that our inner ‘biological 
clocks’ and also our ‘clock genes’ are set according to 
universal time scales (kairos time) while our general 
cycles are set to our solar-lunar systems (chronos time).  
The reason is that our multi-dimensional potential, 
including our spiritual DNA and our chromosomes and 
genes, are all aligned and synchronised with chronos and 
kairos time.  
The cosmic kairos time scale includes and encompasses 
our smaller solar-lunar chronos system. It is now kairos 
time for everyone.  
The human race is undergoing a transformational 
process. We, as one humanity, are undergoing a make-
over.  
We can expect that all our lost power and potential will 
from now on be activated. Even our disabled DNA, junk 
genes and clock genes will from now on become enabled 
and activated. 
You need to take back your power! 
It’s time!  
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Taking conscious, mindful control 
We can also take control and consciously activate these 
processes to create more flow in our lives.  
As said - it is time! 
By being mindful of these processes, we can consciously 
align ourselves and synchronise our potential with kairos 
time, while still taking our chronos solar-lunar time scale 
into consideration. 
We can even speed up time or slow down the aging 
process – if we know how.  
We wee created to live empowered, creative, innovative, 
inspiring lives. 
We were created – not to suffer – but to be happy and 
have fun! 
Time flies when you are having fun! 
 
Guidelines for using this book 
Each week starts with a specific topic, for example, in 
week one our topic is happiness.  
Every day you will find an aspect of that topic and the 
meaning it has in your life. The shadow side is also 
outlined so that you can become aware of and identify it 
in yourself and/or others when it rears its ugly head.  
There are also some suggestions and power tools to help 
you master the self and the situations of life with more 
confidence.  
Set your goals to practice specific skills every day. In that 
way you will develop more power tools and experience 
how your personal power escalates in a positive way.  
Spend this new-found power wisely and with confidence.  
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A specific thought or power tool for every day, has been 
included.  
 
Sharing 
The reason is that the more people who share a specific 
thought, the more powerful it becomes. You can imagine 
the power that will be generated when we all share the 
same thought every day of the year.   
Do not worry if you don’t start at week one, day one. Join 
in and start where we all are at that that specific time and 
place. If you are not sure, look it up on the website.  
Remind yourself daily that you are also part of the 
universal mind and that you too – like everyone else – 
are bringing your unique self as a piece of the puzzle to 
the table of life.  
Together we can and will change the fabric of life into a 
tapestry and kaleidoscope of colour and brilliance. We 
will do it day by day, step by step, and thought by 
thought.  
Remember that every great victory was achieved by 
thousands of smaller feats.  
 
How to get started       
It is recommended that you follow the steps below before 
you go to sleep at night.  
The reason is that the subconscious mind and soul never 
sleep. It will immediately begin processing the new 
information while saving it in your long-term memory.  
In this way you will be prepared for the new day when 
you wake up in the morning in ways beyond your wildest 
imagination. This is why we ‘sleep on it’. 
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If you find this difficult then you can start early in the 
morning… or whenever you find the time. 
We currently cover time lines and timing here is a 
personal choice. 
Start whenever you are ready.  
 
Taking it step by step 
Step 1: Begin by setting a few moments aside. Make 
sure you will not be disturbed. Focus! 
Step 2: Read the topic for the day.  
Step 3: Remind yourself of the topic for that week and 
the power tool for the day. 
Step 4: Read through the light side description of the 
power tool and get a clear picture in your mind of what 
you need to expect from your authentic light self the day. 
Step 5: Read through the negative shadow ego side to 
be mindful if, when and how it rears its ugly head during 
the coming day/days. 
Step 6 
Read through the power tools you can implement to 
master yourself and any negative situation that may arise 
during the next day/days. 
Step 7: Make a short list of these tools and set them as 
personal goals for the day.  
For example, ‘I must remember to stay grounded’. 
Commit yourself to your personal goals.  
Step 8: Confirm your new identity and the thought of the 
day by repeating: I AM (grounded) (loving) (happy) ...etc. 
In this way you make it your own personal point of view. 
You become what you believe in. You will also know 
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what to stand for in challenging circumstances and in the 
future.  
Step 9: Make the thought of the day the last thing in your 
mind before you fall asleep.  
Remember, this is how we place the topic in our 
higher/universal mind or long-term memory. This will also 
automatically be triggered when you need it the most.  
Step 10: When you wake up in the morning, before you 
open your eyes, remind yourself of the thought of the 
previous day.  
Recap the power tool and remind yourself of your goal/s. 
The moment you put your feet on the ground say: I AM 
(loving) (happy) (grounded) or whatever the power tool 
for the day is.  
Confirm this with your feet on the ground.  
Start the new day with your new power tool 
Step 11: Stay mindful of the fact that all over the globe 
people are sharing your mindset and recapping their 
power tools.  
Remind yourself that we are all connected. 
Step 12: Go about your daily life as usual. Remember 
that the higher mind never sleeps and will assist and 
remind you by making you aware of what to do, say and 
act, and how to handle the little nitty-gritty things and 
people in life.  
Practice and have fun! 
 
Timeless 
You can use this book over and over every year while 
you recap all your power skills and tools. They are 
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relevant for anyone and everyone who has a dream, 
wish, desire and intention to be happy and fulfilled and 
lead a quality life.   
As these are fundamental universal principles – we find 
them in every nation, culture, creed, and religion that is 
committed to the advancement of humanity while we 
elevate ourselves into a positive future where all will be 
able to live quality lives.  
This means these power tools can and will never become 
outdated. 
These personal power tools are timeless… 
There are also other ways and means that you can 
incorporate all these power tools into your daily life. 
Techniques like: prayer, meditation, setting goals, 
visualisation, poetry, art, music, dance, and many other 
fun stuff can help you along the way. 
 
GUIDELINES AND TECHNIQUES 
When you embark on this path of empowering yourself, 
you also need to know where and how to channel this 
new energy. 

1. Vision 
You need a new focus and vision, skills and tools.  You 
obtain your vision or dream by setting goals and stating 
your intentions.  
Creating your vision 
A vision is a picture in your mind of what you and your life 
could be in the future.  
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To make it easier and clearer for yourself, draw a life line 
(such as the one below) and mark it in ten-year intervals 
with each year clearly denoted.  
 
-10-------20-------30-------40-------50-------60-------70-----80- 

Your life-line 
Start at the end of your life and look back. Hind-sight is 
usually the best teacher.  
Let’s say that about +/- 80 years of age is about the 
average lifespan. Maybe we get more.... or maybe less?  
Ask yourself: What do I want in my life at this stage? 
What must the end of my life look like? How do I want to 
get old? What must my future hold? 
The general answers are things like: A home that is paid 
for; a loving partner, good health, a family that is happy 
and fulfilled with children, grandchildren and maybe even 
great grandchildren; physical and mental health; financial 
independence, friends, something to look forward to, etc.  
However, very few people realise that to get to this level, 
they need to start earlier in life.  
Mark how old you are now and summarise what you 
have, want and need. Write down your wants, needs, 
wished, dreams and desires.  
Be clear on who you are and what makes you happy.  
The Universe will work with you on this plan for your life 
and support every effort according to your unique 
blueprint programme you already have within your DNA.  
Our unique blue-print for success and happiness is 
already at our disposal. It is just waiting for us to be 
reminded of this potential and learn to reclaim our power. 
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2. Change your default program 
However, if you do not have a plan and are without a 
personal vision and/or dreams, clear goals and 
intentions, the universe will work with your default 
programme that could be the dark, destructive and from 
your shadow ego-self.  
You will be mindlessly creating more of what you do not 
want. So – take back your power and reclaim your life 
from the lower ego-self.  
It is important to know where you are coming from.  
Human nature functions in patterns. Where you are 
coming from – can determine where you are going… 
Find out what your default program is … and change it as 
necessary. 
In the process you might even need to heal your self. 
 
3. Wellness and attraction 
Your spiritual, mental and emotional wellness is just as 
important as your physical wellbeing.  
You attract into your proximity everything that resonates 
on your frequency. If you want something new, change 
your resonance. This is the law of attraction.  
To do this you need new tools and skills. This is what this 
book is all about.   
If you come from the lower, shadow ego-self you might 
not obtain all these things.  
Your health will deteriorate under the pressure of 
negativity and the rest of your life will be self-destructive.  
You will be sitting and waiting for death to relieve you 
from this earthly struggle and suffering.   
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4. Decide how you want to age 
However, if you come from the authentic self, you will find 
great fulfilment at a mature age. All your dreams, visions 
and intentions will be fulfilled, and all your goals will be 
accomplished.  
You will also have the knowledge and wisdom that, while 
you are still here you still have a purpose to fulfil.  
Here you find purpose, meaning, adventure and 
excitement as part of everyday life. You will only die and 
move on when your task has been fulfilled. You will be 
happy and fulfilled and ready to let go of your earthly 
existence.      
However, to get to this place your will need to plan and 
set goals and put out your intentions that could be 
physical, spiritual and/or   mystical. Don’t sell yourself 
short. Remember – you can have it all!  
 
5. Set new goals 
Goal setting is primarily a mental exercise. Take your life 
line and identify what needs to be done within the next 
ten, five and one year.  
Formulate your goals and identify the actions needed to 
meet these goals.  
The brain and our mental wiring are all goal-orientated. 
We always have to work or move towards something to 
maintain flow and keep the juices flowing.  
Goal setting has five steps 
1. Have a vision of what you want to achieve. 
2. What must you do to achieve this? Always identify your 
plan A, plan B and plan C. Understand that plan A 
doesn’t necessary always work.  
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3. Assessment: If plan A doesn’t work, you need a 
different method.  
Assess the situation and make changes as needed. You 
also need a method of assessment to determine your 
personal progress in the process.  
Get a life-coach to help you 
4. Be flexible, change, grow and assess your progress. 
Read new books (for more info see website: 
www.brendahattingh.com) 
5. Celebrate, celebrate, celebrate!  
 
6. Set new intentions 
Where goal setting is a mental exercise, intentions are a 
soul and spiritual exercise.  
Intentions are exactly what the word says: you are ‘in-
tension’ between something and someone on the one 
hand, and something else or someone else on the other 
hand.  
This is the clear-cut difference between lower shadow 
ego-self and the higher light authentic self. Both parts of 
self want different things at the same time as they come 
from two different places.  
By consciously connecting to your higher authentic self 
and setting your intentions from your heart, mind, soul 
and spirit, you also align your intentions with the flow and 
will of the Divine Universe.  
Here you will find all the love, support, understanding and 
resources to make your dreams, visions, intentions and 
desires come true.  
Success is not about what you are acquiring and 
accomplishing.  

http://www.brendahattingh.com/
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Success is all about who you are becoming in the 
processes.  
You let go of the control, the struggle, striving and 
suffering. Let go of the outcome as you envision it. Allow 
the processes to unfold in a divine way and method.  
In the process you become who you were supposed to 
be – the authentic quality you! 
 
7. Come from your heart 
Genuine authentic intentions come from your heart and 
soul. This is also the dream, the wish and soul purpose 
you have in your heart and feel in your gut. This is also 
the dream, wish, vision and desires the Divine Universe 
has for you. These are the thoughts of God.  
Einstein said:  

‘I only want to know the thoughts of God –  
the rest is minor detail’. 

8. Learn Meditation 
When setting your intentions, become still, go into your 
silent place within and find out what the higher authentic 
self and your soul have install for you. They are the 
messengers from your Creator.  
Stay here and listen to your inner voice, heart and higher 
mind and receive your guidance. Now, go and set your 
intentions as directed. Set your goals and identify what 
you should do.  
Remember that miracles are also encoded into your 
blueprint. So, expect miracles to happen as part of a 
natural everyday occurrence. Be grateful – and celebrate!  
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9. Understand universal laws for life 
When we grow in our awareness, we also begin to 
understand spiritual laws and how the universe functions. 
This will also give your insight into religious teachings 
underpinning all our fundamental belief systems. 
Connecting to our universal force and creating and 
maintaining flow – is the ultimate form of success.  
This includes becoming aware of the timing, harmony, 
balance and rhythm of everything. Any imbalance, 
disconnection, negativity or discord we allow, creates 
resistance, friction and struggle.  
We can stop this destructive process by using our power 
tools. This includes: detoxifying your body, mind, soul 
and spirit; cleaning out all the clutter in your life and 
disconnecting from negativity.  
You are then open and free to align yourself with your 
universal power and harness this natural process of flow 
and success. You can also consciously choose to align 
yourself with the flow of universal processes by using 
these skills and power tools.  
The suggestion is to include the following ‘extras’ with 
every power tool you learn each day. These ‘extras’ 
below can power-boost your life, business, relationship 
and fast-forward intentions, plans, visions and desires. 
 It will cost you some extra time and effort to make use of 
these ‘extra power tools’ by creating a daily or weekly 
mantra, affirmation, symbol, prayer or banner.  
Most religions have their preferred way of doing things.  
Use whatever works for you! 
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Here are a few suggestions you can keep in mind to 
enhance your progress. 
 

10. Mantras and affirmations 
An affirmation is something that we pronounce and 
confirm as true. We make an affirmative statement of 
something we support, like:  

‘I love you’. 
This truth can be affirmed in various verbal and non-
verbal ways that include writing poetry, making up 
rhymes or singing songs and mantras.  You can write a 
song or poem about love, honesty, happiness, fun or 
integrity. You can also create a mantra.     
A mantra is a rhythmic song or tune. The rhythm and 
rhyme of a verse, creates synergy with the greater 
universal rhythms and you can feel the pulse of life 
flowing through you as you sing or recite your mantra. 
Mantras are poems that you can also sing.   Here are a 
few examples of mantras: 

‘I am at peace, I am at rest - I receive only the best 
A very powerful mantra is: 

‘I am a being of light and love – I am happiness from 
above’ 

You can also use this for others and substitute ‘I’ for 
anybody else. Your mantra will then go like this: 

Ben/Pete/Sarah is a being of love – he/she is the 
happiness/health/success from above 

Another example is:  
 I am healthy, wealthy and happy –  

All good things come to me” 
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Mantras can also be used as prayers or prayers as 
mantras.  
There are many books with more mantras, prayers, 
chants and music for meditation, relaxation or just 
enjoyment.  
Find your personal preference and what suits you. 
 

11. Prayers 
Prayers can include a request, wish, hope or plea that is 
spoken or done silently. Masters like Jesus Christ left us 
a power prayer in the reciting of the Our Father.  
Likewise, repeating the ‘Hail Mary’ is also very powerful.  
Prayers and mantras can be personal or impersonal; 
formal or informal. There are many books on poetry, 
prayers and mantras available.   
 
       12. Affirmations, declarations and fiats 
A declaration is an announcement, affirmation or 
statement you make about something or some-one. A fiat 
is an arbitrary order or decree – like: ‘I swear it is hot 
today!’ In essence, this is an oath. Other fiats include 
‘promises’ and ‘giving your word’.   
The ‘word’ is a very powerful tool and we need to ‘count 
our words’ because each word will come back to you for 
reckoning. A decree is a kind of prayer in the form of a 
declaration, order, law, ruling or verdict and is very 
powerful.   
The most powerful decree we find is the decree:          

‘Let there be light!’ 
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When you know who you are, you also are aware of your 
purpose, position and power on earth. You can choose to 
identify with the power given to you – or not. We are 
custodians of this planet and we were created to take 
dominion over this physical reality. To ‘take dominion’ 
means you know who you are, what your power is, and 
you choose to use it according to the universal laws – the 
law of God. You take dominion over adversity and 
physicality by accepting your place as co-creator with the 
Divine. You become the living law – the living Truth. You 
become the living Word like the master, Jesus Christ.   
Examples of decrees are: 

‘I decree the end of struggle’  
‘Let there be the flow of abundance’ 

‘Let there be healing and happiness for Bobby (or any 
other name)’ 

Once again you can change the names of people and 
desires you have for them and yourself. Remember a 
decree is a law – so keep it in synchronised and 
synergised with the universal laws and truth that is – 
unconditional love and compassion for all.     
This becomes more significant if you can put up a sign or 
signal marking your decree. For example:  A person 
declares/decrees a new building or bridge is open and 
cuts the ribbon as symbol that it is now in use.  
This symbolises the end of something and the beginning 
of a new chapter.  The decree becomes your law.  
Be careful to use decrees without a deep soul search, 
cleansing and clarity concerning your motives and 
intentions. This is not something to be taken lightly.  
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       13. Markers and symbols 
Put up markers or use symbols to remind you of 
important choices and changes you made. Make a mark 
on the ground where you experience something 
significant. You can do this silently without anyone 
knowing.  
On the other hand, you can do something very special to 
mark the occasion. The Taj Mahal was built in India by 
Shah Jahan for his wife to mark their love and her 
passing on. 
 

14. Poetry, music and art 
You can use non-verbal methods of communication to 
self and others.  
Music, poetry, art and any other creative activity like 
dancing and singing can not only express new 
messages, but also heal the body, mind, soul and spirit. 
Decide to do something new like: Learning to dance; 
create a vegetable garden; cook a new recipe; build a 
bird bath; Have a party…  
There’s much, much, more  
Remember to have fun!    
  

15. Create a banner 
A banner is a poster, sign, placard or flag you can use to 
remind yourself of something important. Where 
developing your power tools is concerned, you can make 
a ‘weekly banner’ for each theme.  
For example: 
Banner for week 9: Fun:   
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I am finding the funny and the funny is finding me 
Banner for week 12 Fun:  Truth 

‘Truth sets you free’ 
Banner for week 29: Honesty 

‘Honesty is the best policy’ 
 

16. Be creative 
Be creative with the reprogramming of your heart and 
mind. Sing, paint, dance or make music. Recite your 
mantras frequently. Pray earnestly.  
Consciously make your decrees and be mindful about 
your banner for the day or week. Remind yourself and 
others of the true power we all have within.     
Be creative and put your banner for the week (or 
day/month/year) on a card and paste it where you can 
see it frequently during the day.  
This can also be used for a family household where you 
place the banner for the week on the fridge or where 
everyone can see it.  
It is also useful in the office where you paste it close to 
the coffee or water stations or where everyone can see it.  
On a subconscious level this reminds people of who they 
are and where the true power in life can be found.      
 

17.  Have fun and celebrate  
The new energy that you are now going to release by 
implementing these power tools also needs a new and 
positive outlet.  
So, celebrate and have fun. 
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Get active – jog, go to the gym, take a walk, play with the 
kids, play golf or tennis or do any other positive physical 
activity. It is no use releasing all this new energy if you do 
not channel it to benefit yourself and those around you.     
 
18. Stay connected 
Stay connected – to the universe and the goodness it 
entails. Then connected to your authentic self and then 
pay it forward by connecting to others in the same way. 
This is all your need to live a happy, fulfilling life.  
You can use the same power tools and steps outlines 
here for your family, office, team, group, friends, 
community, company and organisation.  
Remember that all over the world others who are using 
Power Tools for People are also sharing the same 
process and the same thoughts.  
All over the globe someone is going to bed and someone 
is getting up and starting a new day while holding these 
thoughts for themselves … and for you...  
Return the favour and ... 
Have fun! 
 
Brenda Hattingh  
2017. Pretoria. South Africa  

 
Ps: Below you find the 52 topics we will cover over the 52 weeks and 
365 days 
For more info see websites: 
Website: www.brendahattingh.com 
Website: www.newleadershipdna.com 
 

http://www.brendahattingh.com/
http://www.newleadershipdna.com/
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	1. Vision
	Here are a few suggestions you can keep in mind to enhance your progress.

